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The two main results of this paper identify the “strict gammoids” of Mason 
[7] with duals of transversal matroids, and gammoids in general with contrac- 
tions of transversal matroids. Both theorems derive from a fundamental con- 
struction which we also use, inter alia, to establish a duality between the graph 
theorems of Menger and KGnig. 
If X, Y are sets of vertices of a directed graph r then the subsets of X 
which can be linked in r to subsets of Y by pairwise vertex-disjoint paths 
are the independent sets of a matroid on X. (A special case of this result 
was proved by Hazel Perfect [9]; the general result seems to be due to 
Pm WI.) 
Such matroids have come to be known as gammoids. In a recent 
paper [7] Mason made a detailed study of gammoids leaving very few 
questions unanswered; the key to his treatment is the introduction of a 
special class of gammoids called strict gammoids. The main theorem of 
the present paper states that strict gammoids are precisely the duals of 
transversal matroids. Using this identification we are able to give alter- 
native proofs of Mason’s results which are often simpler than his original 
proofs and often throw additional light on the significance of the results. 
The main theorem also has as a corollary the fact that gammoids are 
simply contractions of transversal matroids. 
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Our theory also clarifies the relationship between theorems on gammoids 
and on transversal matroids in the sense that certain pairs of theorems 
are seen to be in a natural way dual to one another. For example, we 
show that K&rig’s theorem for bipartite graphs and Menger’s theorem for 
general directed graphs are such a pair. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a matroid to be a strict gam- 
moid, obtained by Mason, leads by duality to a new (but not obviously 
useful) criterion for a matroid to be transversal. (Characterizations of 
transversal matroids were given previously in [6] and in [5].) Finally we 
give some subsidiary results which assist in the recognition of strict 
gammoids and show in particular that every gammoid of rank 3 is strict. 
Since this paper was submitted our attention has been drawn to work 
by Brylawski [14] and Dowling and Kelly [15] dealing with related topics. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with standard results of matroid 
theory but, as much of the terminology of the theory is not standard, we 
start by recalling briefly the definition of our terms. 
By a matroid on a set S (all sets considered here will be finite) we mean 
a non-empty set JZ of subsets of S such that 
(1) ifXE&and YCXthen YE&, 
(2) if X, YE&’ and 1 Y] = 1x1 + 1 then XU{y}~di?’ for some 
y E Y\X. 
A subset X is called independent if X E .4l, dependent otherwise; a base 
is a maximal independent set, a circuit is a minimal dependent set. All 
bases have the same cardinal called the rank of A. 
The dual .&‘* of & is the matroid whose bases are the complements of 
the bases of &!. If Vis a subset of S the restriction of JZ to Vis the matroid 
on V: 
J-lIV=(XE~:X_CV}; 
the contraction of A? to V is 
The rank function p of JZ assigns to each subset X of S the integer 
which is the rank of d j X. A subset F is a flat (more precisely, k-flat) 
if pF = k and p Y > k whenever Y 3 F. If pX = k the span of X, denoted 
by [Xl, is the unique k-flat containing X. 
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By a graph we shall always mean a directed graph without multiple 
(directed) edges, that is, a graph I’ consists of a set V(r) of vertices and 
a set E(r) of edges, where 
E(r) _c v(r) x v(r). 
r is called bipartite if there are disjoint subsets V, V* of V(r) such that 
E(r) 2 v x v*. 
For any u E V(r) we write 
ru = (2x (u, 0) E E(r)}, 
and for any X C V(r) we write 
r-k = {v: (v, u) E E(r)), 
rx = u ru, r-lx = u r-k. 
UGX UEX 
A path in r is a sequence P = (x,, , x1 ,..., xk) of distinct vertices, where 
k 2 0 and, if k > 0, (xiel , xi) E E(r) (i = I,..., k); the initial vertex of 
P is x0, the terminal vertex of P is xK . Two paths P = (x,, ,..., xrc> 
and Q = (y, ,..., yl) are disjoint (more precisely vertex-disjoint) if 
kl ,***, &> n hl ,-‘*, JIM> = er . Our definition of graph does not exclude 
the existence of loops but, since our discussion only involves paths in 
graphs, the presence of any loops is irrelevant. 
Let A, B be subsets of V(r). We say that P is a path from A to B if its 
initial vertex is in A and its terminal vertex in B. We say that A is linked 
(in r) to B if I B 1 = 1 A I and there are 1 A 1 disjoint paths from A to B, 
and that A is linked into B if A is linked to some subset of B. 
2. STRICT DELTOIDS 
Let V, V* be disjoint sets and let d be a bipartite graph with V(O) = 
S = VU V* and E(d) C V x V*. Several matroids can be derived from 
d; here we are particularly concerned with two, &‘(A) and d*(d), on the 
set S. A subset B of S is a base for &Y(d) if V\B is linked in d to B\V; 
B* is a base for &‘*(A) if B*\V* is linked in d to V*\B*. M(d) and 
4*(d) are transversal matroids (indeed, “fundamental” transversal 
matroids in the terminology of Bondy and Welsh [I]); the bases of &I(A) 
are the transversals of the family (AV)OEV, where A, = {II} u dv, and 
similarly for .&‘*(A). It is immediate from their definition that .&!(A) and 
J?*(d) are mutually dual. We call either of them a strict deltoid. 
The restrictions &?*(A) 1 V and A(d) 1 V* are also transversal matroids, 
induced by d in a more familiar way, and clearly any transversal matroid 
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F on V can be obtained in this manner as a restriction A’*(A) 1 V of a 
strict deltoid. Moreover, it is well known that a presentation of F exists 
with 1 V* j equal to the rank of F, that is, with V* independent in 
d(A). 
The contraction .&‘(A) * I/ of M(A) to V is the dual of M*(A) j V and 
is therefore a cotransuersul matroid (that is, the dual of a transversal 
matroid). Conversely, in view of the foregoing remarks, every cotrans- 
versa1 matroid can be obtained as a contraction A(A) * V from some 
strict deltoid with V* E ./i’(A). 
LEMMA 2.1. A matroid k’ on a set S is a strict deltoid if and only if 
there is a basis V of &? with the property that, for every circuit C of J!, 
there is a subset U of V such that [U] = [Cl. 
Proof. By the definition, A’ is a strict deltoid if and only if there is a 
base V such that A! is transversal with a presentation (Av)vov , where, for 
all v, V’ E V, U’ E A, if and only if v’ = z). Let HV = [V\(v)]; then, by 
[5, Lemma 31, the only possible such presentation has A, = S\H” (v E V). 
By [5, Lemma 21, this family is a presentation of .A if and only if, for 
every circuit C, there is a subset U of V such that C C [U] (= &+u H”) 
and 1 U / = 1 C I - 1. Since, then, pU = 1 U / = pC, this is equivalent 
to the stated condition. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are sati@ed then, for any 
subset U of V, .M I [U] is also a strict deltoid and (.M 1 [U]) * U is cotrans- 
versal. 
Proof This is an obvious corollary of Lemma 2.1, or may be seen 
directly by observing that [U] = U u U*, where U* is the set of elements 
of V* joined only to U. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The class of cotransversal matroids is closed under 
contractions. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the class of 
transversal matroids is closed under restrictions. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If U is a flat in a cotransversal matroid & then 
.M I U is also cotransversal. 
Proof. We may represent A@ as a contraction d(A) . V of a strict 
deltoid. Then K = U u V* is a flat in &(A) and A? I U = (&‘(A) ( K) * U. 
By Lemma 2.1, every circuit of &?(A) in K is contained in [U] (the span 
of U in M(A)), since K is a flat. 
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This implies that 
A? I u = (AqA) j K) . u = (Jzqfl) [ [U]) . u, 
which is cotransversal by Lemma 2.2. 
3. GAMMOIDS AND COTRANSVERSAL MATROIDS 
We now turn our attention to strict gammoids as defined by Mason in 
[7]. Let I’ be a graph with V(I’) = V, let B,, be a fixed subset of V, and let 
.&‘(I’, B,,) be the set of all subsets of V which are linked into B, . It is 
known [12] that &(I’, B,) is a matroid. Such a matroid was called by 
Mason a strict gammoid (our strict deltoid in a special case). 
We give here a new proof of the fact that strict gammoids are matroids, 
by identifying them with cotransversal matroids. The essential tool for 
this identification is the association with r of a bipartite graph as follows. 
We take a disjoint copy V’ of the set V and adopt the convention that 
for any element z) of V the corresponding element of V’ will be denoted 
by u’, and similarly for subsets of V. Then we define a bipartite graph I” 
on V v V’ with edge set 
E(P) = {(v, v’): v E V} u ((v, u’): (u, v) E E(r)}. 
LEMMA 3.1 (The Fundamental Lemma). Let A, B be subsets of V. 
Then A is linked in r to B if and only if V\A is linked in r’ to V’JB’. 
Proof. Suppose first that A is linked to B in I’ by disjoint paths 
(PA!?EA * For each edge (u, v) in each path P, let 4~’ = U, and for each 
element u of V\B not on any path P, let &i = U. Then, since the paths 
P, are disjoint, I$ is well-defined and is clearly a bijection of V’JB’ onto 
V\A; also, by the definition of r’, ($u’, u’) E E(r’) for all U’ in V’JB’. 
So V\A is linked in r’ to V’\B’. 
Conversely, suppose that 4: V’\B’ -+ V\A is a bijection and that 
(#u’, u’) E E(r’) for all U’ in V’\B’. Take any x in A and define a path 
P, as follows: Put x,, = x; if x E A n B we take P, = (x,,); if not, then 
x1 = #IX, is defined and distinct from x0 ; if x1 $ B then xz = +x1’ is 
defined and distinct from x1 . We repeat the process until we reach xk E B. 
Then Px = (x0 ,..., xk) is a path in r from x into B. Also, since 4 is 
bijective, the paths (P&.EA are disjoint and so A is linked to B. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let r be a graph on V and let B,, be a subset of V. Then 
&(r, B,) is a cotransversal matroid. Conversely, given any cotransversal 
matroid .&Z on V and any basis B,, of J%‘, there exists a graph r on V such 
that & = M(r, BJ. 
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Proof. Let V* = I”\& and let d be the restriction of the graph P 
to VU V*. By Lemma 3.1, B is maximal in .JZ(r, B,) if and only if 
V\B is linked in d to V*. Thus &%‘(F, B,,) is precisely the cotransversal 
matroid &Z(d) * V. 
Conversely, we may represent a given cotransversal matroid M as a 
contraction A(d) . V of a strict deltoid where V* E A(O). Thus, if B,, 
is a base of &‘, V\B, is linked in d to V*. Choose a linking h: V\B,, + V* 
and, for each v in V\B, , let v’ = hv. Define a graph r on V with edge set 
E(r) = {(u, v): 24 # 21, (v, u’) E O}. 
Then r and d are related as in the first part of the proof and so 
&‘(I-, B,,) = A!(O) . V. 
It may be noted that the graph constructed in the second part of the 
proof has the property that it has no loops and that l% = o for each 
v E B,, . In these circumstances we say that (.T, B,) is a proper presentation 
of the strict gammoid. 
Theorem 3.2 has as an immediate consequence Mason’s result [7, $4.11 
that if B, is any base of the strict gammoid .&Z(P, B,,) there is a graph 
r, such that &‘Z(F,, B,) = J%‘(F, B,). It is worth while studying the 
relationship between F, and r more deeply. 
We denote by S, the “centered star” {a} u rv. In transversal theory 
language, the bases of (&‘(r, B,,))* are the transversals of the family 
c%h~v\Elo * If X, Y are subsets of V(r) we say that 8: X -+ Y is an admis- 
sible map with respect to r if 0 is bijective and 8x E S, for all x E X. As 
in Lemma 3.1, an admissible map determines a linking of V\X to V\ Y 
and vice versa. Given such a map we define a transformed graph 
r, = TJ with 
rly = ~~\{Y}Y 
9 
if’ ; 7;~ X E X 
9 
We then see that the proof of Theorem 3.2 in fact establishes the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. If BI is a base of the strict gammoid A(r, B,,) there is 
an admissible map 0: V\B, -+ V\B, . Moreover, for any such map 8, if 
r, = T,r, then dqr, , By) = dqr, B,). 
Theorem 3.2 shows that the class of strict gammoids is identical with the 
class of cotransversal matroids. 
We shall henceforth generally use the term “cotransversal” in prefer- 
ence to “strict gammoid” since it seems to express a more elementary 
property of the matroid concerned. In view of the identification our 
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Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 are equivalent to the corresponding assertions 
about strict gammoids obtained by Mason in [7] as Corollary 4.1.3 and 
Lemma 2.1. We now proceed to show how Theorem 3.2 casts new light 
on the other main results of Mason’s paper. 
Any matroid which can be obtained as a restriction of a strict gammoid 
is called a gammoid. In particular, a transversal matroid, being a restric- 
tion of a strict deltoid, is a gammoid. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The class of gammoids is closed under contractions. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.2 
since the operations of restriction and contraction can be interchanged. 
THEOREM 3.5. A matroid is a gammoid if and only ifit is a contraction 
of a transversal matroid. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, any gammoid is obtainable as a restriction 
of a contraction of a strict deltoid, that is, as a contraction of a restriction 
of a strict deltoid, that is, as a contraction of a transversal matroid. The 
converse is immediate from Proposition 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The matroid dual of a gammoid is again a gammoid. 
(Cf. [7, Theorem 4.2.11.) 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 since the dual 
of a contraction of a transversal matroid is a restriction of a cotransversal 
matroid. 
Our Fundamental Lemma also yields a simple proof of the following 
more general theorem of Mason’s [7, Corollary 1.21. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let r be a graph on V and let A,, be a matroid on V. 
Let &(I’, ./X0) be the set of all subsets of V which are linked in r to sets of 
do . Then &(r, .4?,,) is a matroid. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, B is maximal in &‘(r, ,%e,) if and only if V\B 
is linked in the bipartite graph r’ to some set V’\B,,’ with B,, a base of 
A,, , that is, linked to a base of &A* (the dual of the copy in V’ of the 
matroid &‘&. Thus &(r, A,-,) is the dual of the matroid on V induced 
from &h* by r’ (see, for instance, [IO, Theorem 2.11). 
A strict gammoid is a special case of the situation in Theorem 3.7, 
obtained by taking &YO as the matroid {X: X _C B,). In the general situation, 
if U is a subset of V, we say that J!(I’, .&‘& ] U is a matroid gammoid- 
induced from ..H,, . 
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It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.7 that, if P is a property of 
matroids which is inherited under the operations of restriction, dualiza- 
tion and transversal-induction (that is, gammoid-induction by a bipartite 
graph), then P is inherited under gammoid-induction. In particular, if P 
is also possessed by all free matroids then it is possessed by all gammoids. 
These remarks apply in two instances which we record in the propositions 
which follow: the full exchange property [2, 31 and representability over 
fields [ 111. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. If &,, has the jiidl exchange property, so does 
&(I’, JZZ,) j U. In particular, every gammoid has the fill exchange prop- 
erty. (Cf. [7, Corollary 4.1.41.) 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If&‘,, is representable over afield F, then &?(r, J&J / U 
is representable over F if F is infinite or over some finite extension of F tf 
F is finite. In particular, every gammoid is representable over the rational 
field and over every suficiently large finite field. (Cf. [7, Theorem 4.2.21.) 
It follows from the duality between strict gammoids and transversal 
matroids exhibited in Theorem 3.2 that any theorem about transversal 
matroids gives rise to a theorem about gammoids, and vice versa. We 
conclude this section by giving three illustrations of this duality. As a 
first example we consider Menger’s graph theorem, of which K&rig’s 
theorem for bipartite graphs is usually regarded as a very special case 
(see, for instance, [8, $1.71). We give here a simple new proof of one of the 
forms of Menger’s theorem by showing that it is, in a natural way, dual 
to K&rig’s theorem (or to its equivalent in transversal theory, Philip 
Hall’s theorem). 
If A, B, C are subsets of V(r), we say that C separates B from A if 
every path from A to B intersects C. 
THEOREM 3.10 (Menger). Let A, B be subsets of V(r). There exists a 
linking in r of A into B if and only if 1 C 1 2 1 A 1 for every subset C of 
V(r) which separates B from A. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is of course trivial, but as a 
matter of interest we show the connection with K&rig’s theorem both 
ways. By Lemma 3.1, A is linked into B if and only if some subset of 
V\A is linked in r’ to V’JB’. For, if A is linked into B in I’ then, in r’, 
V\A is linked to a superset of V’\B’ and hence a subset of V\A is linked 
to V’\B’; on the other hand, if a subset of V\A is linked to V’\B’ in r 
then, in r, a superset of A is linked to B and hence A is linked to a subset 
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of B. By K&rig’s theorem the required linking exists in r’ if and only if 
1 D I > I V’\B’ 1 for every set D separating V’JB’ from V\A in r’. 
Let D = E u F’ (where E, F 5 V) be such a separating set and let 
X = A u E, Y = B u F. Then X u Y = V, since (0, a’) E E(P) for all 
v E V. Also, if (x0 ,..., xJ is a path with x0 E A, X~ E B, Xi $ A v B 
(i = I,..., k - l), then: if k = 0, we have x0 E A n B, and, if k > 0, 
eitherx,EAnForx,EEnBorxiEEnFforsomei,O<i<k.Thus 
C = X n Y separates B from A in r and 
Conversely, if C separates B from A in I’, let X be the set of all vertices 
v such that every path from D to B intersects C and let Y = (V\X) u C, 
E = X\A, F = Y\B, D = E u F’. Then D separates V’\B’ from V\A in 
r’ and C, D are related as in the previous part of the proof. 
Thus, in both parts, 1 C 1 > I A I if and only if 1 D ( > ) V’\B’ 1 and 
we see that Menger’s theorem follows by duality from K&rig’s theorem. 
As a second illustration we dualize the “symmetric form” of Rado’s 
theorem [13, Theorem 21. Let &Z1 , J&‘~ be matroids on V = V(T) of the 
same rank r, let pi be the rank function of &‘i and pi* the rank function 
of the dual di*. We say that ~2’~ is linked to Jl, in I’ if some base of 
J&‘~ is linked in I’ to some base of AZ. 
THEOREM 3.11. &I is linked to AZ in I’ if and only if, for every 
xc v, 
pl*(x u rx) + p,x z I x I. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, .JZ1 is linked to AZ in r if and only if &II* 
is linked to &;1* in I”. By [13] this is the case if and only if, for all X C V, 
P~*(~-~X’) + p2*(V\X) b / V / - r. 
Since, by definition of r’, P-lx’ = X U TX, and since pz*(V\X) = 
p,X - r + I V\X (, the result follows. 
Generally speaking, because bipartite graphs are simpler in structure 
than arbitrary graphs, applications of the duality between transversal 
matroids and strict gammoids are in the direction of deducing properties 
of strict gammoids from those of transversal matroids. However, our 
final illustration uses the duality in the opposite direction to obtain a 
new proof of the theorem of Bondy and Welsh that every transversal 
matroid has a cocircuit presentation ([l, Theorem 11; see also [5, Lem- 
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ma 51); the proof of the strict-gammoid dual of this theorem seems 
simpler than any known direct proof of the theorem itself. 
We say that (r, B,,) is a minimal presentation of &(r, B,) if 
Jwl) c W) implies Uae(r, , B,,) C Jk’(r, B,). 
Obviously any minimal presentation is proper. 
THEOREM 3.12. If(r, B,) is a minimal presentation of the strict gam- 
moid .n”t, then, for each v E V\B, , S, = {v> u rv is a circuit of .A. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary v E V\B, . We may suppose that there is a 
path from v to BO , for otherwise {v} is a circuit and, by minimality, 
S, = {v}. Let X be a maximal independent subset of S, containing v and 
let Bl be a base of A’ including X. By Theorem 3.3, there is an admissible 
map 19: V\B, * V\B, and JZ = JZ(~, , B,), where r, = TJ. 
Suppose that there exists y E r@v)\X. By the maximality of X, X 
separates Bl from S, in r, and so, if r, is obtained from r, by deleting 
the edge (ev, v) then A’(r, , B,) = .A!. But 8-l is an admissible map with 
respect to r, and so &(T,-J, , B,) = A? by Theorem 3.3, contradicting 
the minimality of I’. 
Hence X = J’,(ev) = S,\{ev}. To complete the proof we have only to 
observe that, for any x E X, S,\(x) is linked to X in r, and so is indepen- 
dent in .A?. Thus, S, is a circuit. 
COROLLARY 3.13 [I, Theorem 11. If (A& is a minimal presentation 
of the transversal matroid F then each Ai is a cocircuit of 9. 
4. MASON'S ~-CRITERION 
In this section we consider the characterization of strict gammoids by 
means of the set function (Y introduced by Mason. We prove directly that 
the nonnegativity of this function is necessary and sufficient for a matroid 
to be cotransversal, and so, in view of Theorem 3.2, obtain a new proof 
of the corresponding result for strict gammoids. Finally, we shall discuss 
some applications of the characterization to matroids of small and large 
rank. 
To begin with we prove a lemma giving a somewhat unconstructive 
necessary and sufficient condition for cotransversality which will turn out 
to be quite closely related to Mason’s condition. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a bipartite graph on V x V* with V* independent 
in d.!(A). For any X _C V, let 
(4.1.1) /.A’ = j{v* E V*: A-la* = X}l, 
(4.1.2) lz= c WY. 
YCX 
Then, ij” p is the rank .function of the cotransversal matroid M(A) * V, 
(4.1.3) px= IniI&” YI - YY). 
- 
Conversely, given a matroid &I on V, if there exists a non-negative set 
.function p such that the rank function p of &I and the function v defined by 
(4.1.2) are related by (4.1.3) then 4 is cotransversal: more precisely, there 
exists a bipartite graph A such that ,u is given by (4.1.1) and&Z = &(A) . V. 
Proof. The matroid M*(A) 1 V consists of the partial transversals of 
the family (A-lv*),*,v, . By the defect version of Philip Hall’s theorem 
[S, Theorem 3.2.11, its rank function is given by 
p*x= I xl + m&Cl AYI - I YI) (J-C v, 
and, since V* E k’(A), 
p*v= / v* 1. 
So, the rank function p in the dual matroid &‘(A) * V = (&‘(A) ) V)* is 
given by 
px= 1x1 +p*(v\x)- I v*j 
= I VI + ~x(14v\Y)I - I v\yl) - I v*l 
= y& (I Y I + I W’\r)l) - I v* I. 
But v*\A( V\ Y) = { v* E V*: A-%* C Y). Hence, by (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), we 
see that 
(4.1.4) YY = 1 v*\A(v\y)I 
and (4.1.3) follows. 
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Conversely, suppose that (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) are satisfied in a matroid 
A?, where p is non-negative. Take a set V* disjoint from V with 1 V* j = 
vV, and partition V* as a disjoint union 
where 1 V,* 1 = ~LX for all X. Let d be a bipartite graph with edge set 
E(A) = (J {(v, v*): v E x, v* E vx*}. 
xcv 
Now, by (4.1.3), certainly VX < 1 X 1 for all X, so 
IAX = 1 v*j -v(V\X) 
>,I~*I-l~I+IxI. 
This implies, by Philip Hall’s theorem, that V* E A(d). So, by the 
first part of the lemma, p is identical with the rank function of A(d) + V; 
hence A’ = A!(d) * V. This concludes the proof. 
We shall now find a relation between the function p of the last lemma 
and Mason’s a. Let A! be a matroid, with rank function p, on a set V. 
For any subset X of V, let 9(X) be the set of all flats properly contained 
in X. Then 01 is defined recursively by the formula 
(4.1.5) ax= /Xl-pX- c aF. 
i-9(X) 
THEOREM 4.2. The matroid A’ is cotransversal if and only if CIX >, 0 
for every subset X of V. (Cf. [7, Theorems 2.2 and 2.41.) 
Proof. Suppose that .A! is cotransversal. For any XC V, let 9(X) be 
the set of all subsets Y of X such that [Yl Q X, in particular, for a flat F, 
Y(F) is the set of all spanning sets of F. Now, if Y C X, either YE Y(F) 
for a unique flat F in 9(X) or YE 9(X). Thus 
(4.2.1) 
- 
Now, if X is a flat then, by (4.1.3), pX = / X ) - vX, since, whenever 
Y3X,pX<pY<I YI -vY.Thus: 
(4.2.2) for any flat X, vX = c olF + 0rX. 
FEF(X) 
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Comparing (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) we see immediately, by induction on rank, 
that, for every flat F, 
aF= c /.~"y. 
Y&‘(F) 
Hence, for every subset X, 
ax=jXI-pX- c aF 
>vX- c aF (by (4.1.3)) 
= YZX, py 
(by (4.2.1) and (4.2.3)). 
But~Y>Oforall Y;socllX>OforallX. 
Conversely, suppose that olX 2 0 for all X and choose a non-negative 
set function TV such that 
for all X, with equality when X is a flat. Such set functions certainly exist; 
in particular we may put TV = p,, , where 
(4.2.5) POX = 1 
c4 if X is a flat, 
0 3 otherwise. 
Let v then be defined by (4.1.2). Then, from (4.2. l), (4.2.4), and (4.1.5), 
we get 
for all X, with equality when X is a flat. Thus, if XC Y, then 
pX,<pY</YI--VY 
and, if Y = [Xl, then 
pX=pY= 1 YI -vY; 
whence, for all X, 
px= m&(1 Yl - VY). 
- 
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It follows from Lemma 4.1 that JZ%’ is cotransversal, and the proof is 
complete. 
This proof, while not much simpler than Mason’s, perhaps helps to 
clarify the relation between the function 01 and the graphs which induce 
the matroid. It also gives some idea of the degree of flexibility available 
in constructing a graph to induce a given matroid. In particular, graphs 
corresponding to the function pLo of (4.2.5) have a maximality property. 
For, if we correspondingly define 
and if p, v is any pair of set functions satisfying (4.1.2), (4.2.3), and (4.2.4), 
it follows easily with the help of (4.2.1) that VX > v,,X for all X. Now, it is 
clear from (4.1.4) that the addition of any extra edge to d must decrease 
VY for some Y. Hence the graph d, corresponding to p,, , v,, is a maximal 
bipartite presentation of the cotransversal matroid M(d,,) * V. We also 
note that, by (4.1.1), this maximal graph is unique up to permutations of 
V*, and this verifies independently, by duality, the fact that a transversal 
matroid of rank r has a unique maximal presentation by a family of r 
sets (see, for example, [6]). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that there is, in general, further 
flexibility in passing from d to a graph r which induces M(d) * V as a 
strict gammoid M(r, B,). However, any presentation (TO , B,) obtained 
from d, is a maximal proper presentation. Moreover, any two maximal 
proper presentations of the strict gammoid are related by a transforma- 
tion To for some admissible map 0 (see Theorem 3.3). We may remark 
finally in this context that the presentation constructed by Mason [7] in 
the proof of his Theorem 2.4 is also a maximal proper presentation. 
It is straightforward to dualize Theorem 4.2 to obtain a new criterion 
for a matroid to be transversal. A set is calledfully dependent in a matroid 
if it is a union of circuits. D is fully dependent in a matroid &Z on Y if 
and only if V\D is a flat in .&‘*. For any subset X of V, let 9(X) be the 
set of all fully dependent sets which properly contain X and let fi be 
defined recursively by the formula 
Application of Theorem 4.2 to the dual matroid then gives immediately 
THEOREM 4.3. The matroid A on V is transversal if and only if 
/3X > 0 for every subset X to V. 
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We now list some assertions about (y. which are all readily verifiable 
from the definition (4.1.5). F, denotes the set of loops of M, that is the 
unique O-flat, and (II’ denotes the “a-function” of the restriction 
.M’ = A’ 1 (V\F,). 
(4.4.1) IfF,$P(X),olX= /XI -pX>O. 
(4.4.2) If F,, E 9=(X), cxX = a’(X\F,). 
(4.4.3) IfpX=l,aX=IX\F,,j-110. 
(4.4.4) If pX = 2, olX = k - 2 > 0, where k is the number of l-flats 
in X. 
(4.4.5) IfXEU&,olX=O. 
(4.4.6) If Y is the union of all the flats in 9(X), olX = olY + 1 X\ Y / > 
OlY. 
A set X is disconnected in & if there exists X1 , X, such that 
03 x = x, u x, ) Xl i x9 x2 f  ‘K 
x1nx, = 0, Px= Pxl+P& 
and connected otherwise. We shall call a flat F decomposable in M if 
F\F, is disconnected in JZ’. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If A? is loopless, if X is disconnected and if X, , X2 




0, if X, is a flat, 
1, otherwise. 
Before proving this we observe that the assertion implies in particular 
that OLX = 0 if X is a flat, since then each Xi is a flat. Hence, by (4.4.2), 
we have 
COROLLARY 4.6. In any matroid, aF = 0 for every decomposable 
flat F. 
This means that, in a maximal proper presentation of a strict gammoid, 
each centered star S, (v $ B,,) is an indecomposable flat. 
Proof of Proposition. By (4.1.5), since F0 = 0, 
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where Y’ = *(X)\(F(X,) u 9(X,)). Now, Xi E F if X, is a flat, and if 
F is any other flat in 9 then F is disconnected. Thus, the required formula 
for cllX follows if olF = 0 for every disconnected flat of rank less than 
pX. Since there are no such flats when pX = 2, an induction completes 
the proof in view of the remark leading up to the corollary above. 
In the light of the foregoing results we see that to show that a matroid 
is cotransversal it suffices to verify that aX 3 0 only for sets X which are 
of rank greater than 2, which contain F,, , and are such that X\F,, is con- 
nected. Moreover, the sum in (4.1.5) may be taken over indecomposable 
flats only. The next result takes us a step further still. 
A matroid is called geometric (or a geometry [4]) if pX = 1 X / when- 
ever 1 X / < 2. With any matroid 4 on a set V one can associate canoni- 
cally a geometric matroid 9’(d) on the set P(V) of points (l-flats) of &!, 
with rank function j$ where 
PROPOSITION 4.7. The geometric matroid 29(A) associated with .I# is 
cotransversal if and only if A? is cotransversal. 
Proof. By (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), since CC@%‘) = FQ%“), we may suppose 
that .&%’ is loopless, and, in view of (4.4.6), it is sufficient to investigate olX 
for sets X which are unions of points. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between such sets and the associated subsets Y(X) of P(V); moreover 
i@‘(X) = pX, and the flats of 9(~%‘) correspond precisely to the flats of 
A. 
Let X be the union of distinct points P, ,..., Pk: (k >, 2) and let 9’(X) 
be the set of all flats of rank more than 1 properly contained in X. Then, 
by (4.4.3), 
ax=,x,--px- f(W’I--1)- C cs i=, F&=‘(X) 
= k - pX - 2 olF. 
FE.F’(X) 
Similarly, if Or is the a-function corresponding to p, 
a(x) = I Y(x)1 - ,zP(X) - C a(F) 
FEF’(X) 
= k - pX - c 8(F). 
FEF’(X) 
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It follows immediately by induction on pX, since F(X) = o when 
pX = 2 (cf. (4.4.4)), that KX = S(X) for all such X, and this completes 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. (a) Every matroid of rank 1 or 2 is cotransversal. 
(b) Every gammoid of rank 3 is a cotransversal matroid. 
Proof. (a) is immediate from (4.4.3) and (4.4.4). 
To prove (b) we first consider the case in which .H is a geometric 
matroid. We then have, if pX = 3, 
aX=IXl--3- c (IL/-2), 
LEs?Lu(X) 
where 9(X) is the set of lines (2-flats) in X. 
If A’ is a gammoid, it is the restriction to V of a cotransversal matroid 
A1 on a larger set V1 and, in view of Proposition 4.7, we may assume 
that J&Z’, is also geometric. Let a1 be the a-function corresponding to A1 
and let X, be the union of the spans L, (in dl) of the lines L in 9(X). 
Then 
c$x, = 1 x, 1 - 3 - c (I L, 1 - 2) d ffx. 
LEZ(X) 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that A?’ is cotransversal if J1 is. 
In the general case in which Jt is a gammoid, not necessarily geometric, 
we again consider it as a restriction of a cotransversal matroid A1 . Let 
Vz be the union of all the points of A%‘~ spanned by elements of V. Then 
9’(A) and 9(&Y1 I V,) are isomorphic matroids and 5@%‘1 I V,) is a 
restriction of ??(A,). It follows from the special case above and from 
Proposition 4.7 that A is cotransversal. 
(The argument used in proving (b) for a geometric matroid was applied 
by Mason in considering one particular example [7, Example I].) 
COROLLARY 4.9. On a set of cardinal n: (a) every matroid of rank 
n - 1 or n - 2 is transversal; (b) every gammoid of rank n - 3 is trans- 
versal. 
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